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T
his year we decided

to set the panel

discussion with a

focus on "reaching

a global and

regional sustainable maritime

transport by 2050", taking up the

aspirational target set up by

International Chamber of

Shipping for cutting within 2050,

or possibly before, CO2

emissions per ton/km from

shipping by 50% against 2008

level. A courageous target given

the technology available, and set

up to be met or even exceeded.

This gives an idea on how deep

the global focus today is on

environmental sustainability. 

"Sounds politically correct", - yes

it is indeed. 

"Is something shipowners have

to comply too anyhow" - Yes for

sure. 

"It is for our stakeholders, for the

next generations, for coastal

populations" - Yes, that’s why

this all started. 

But you can say more: when it

comes to company life, it will be

a matter of economic survival for

operations on all time spans,

because on short term once you

pollute you risk your conscience,

high fuel costs, administration

fines and adverse image effects,

in the medium and long term you

risk also to be pushed out of

markets due to environmental

deficiency and higher

operational costs. 

So: DECARBONIZATION: the

trend is set, no matter how

cheap the oil will be. That partly

explains why efficient operators

deploy bigger and bigger

vessels in all sectors of shipping,

betting on economies of scale

and sharply reducing

emissions/ton transported. More

and more people realize that we

are living in an era where

batteries are replacing fuel

engines and the first fully

electrical ships are having their

debut in Northern Europe,

regarded with favor by all

maritime industry stakeholders

and willing to surpass their pilot

phase. This is where we all are

going. 

Beside high speed

decarbonization in progress,

shipping is entering another
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That’s what is all about trends in

today’s maritime world. What

about our Group?  We try to be

always one step beyond. 

NEWBUILDINGS
One year ago we announced a

project for building huge

Grimaldi Green 5th Generation

ships called "the GG5G". We are

proud to announce today that

the GG5G plan has matured

and has generated a yard bid for

6 roro plus 4 options. The first

deliveries are fixed by the

beginning of 2020. The bid will

be assigned within the next

couple of weeks. The GG5G

design has been fine tuned in all

aspects and all year long by our

Technical and Energy Saving

Department, with the help of

Nordic Engineering Design

house Knut&Handsen, featuring

a list of innovative elements

actually under patent/copyright.

The new ships will be equipped

with an air lubrication system

creating bubble layers beneath

the hull, to reduce friction and

consumption. Solar panels and

electrical pumping systems will

be added. Hull shape and bulb

hydrodynamic,  engines, shaft,

pitch and propellers systems

will be optimized on the same

purpose to reach

unprecedented performance.

The ten newbuildings will

produce zero emission in ports

thanks to the installation of

lithium batteries onboard. This is

the first time in the world that

such type of batteries are

installed in this class of ships.

The newbuildings will have

scrubbers installed to reduce by

over 40 times their sulphur

emissions and be ready to cope

with all sulphur limitation rules.

Their garages are thought to

host 500 trailer units, which is

around double the capacity of

their already efficient

predecessors, and triple against

the second last generation, but

with basically the same

manning and fuel needs at the

same speed. This means a

doubled efficiency when

measured in consumption/ton

km.

ñ The innovative potential of this

kind of ships, paired with the

current strong efficient

transportation demand and with

Grimaldi’s commercial network

production, make these

newbuildings a success case

already before the yard releases

them. After the engineering of

this roro project is finalised, and

experience treasured, our target

is to start another wave of study

and investment. The target will

be a new giant ferry series,

aimed at doubling efficiency

and environmental performance

compared to its predecessors.

ñ "Non c’è due senza tre",

unknown area of progress which

is DIGITALIZATION, with the

abrupt entry of 4.0 net-based

technologies into the thousand

year old art of navigating. The

Easter egg is already now

among us, as for instance an

unmanned cargo vessel will be

launched in Norway in 2018, and

unmanned cranes and vehicles

are operating in the iconic port of

Rotterdam already. Fall out of

this most probably epic change

are still largely unknown, but

anyone can understand that

maritime work, cargo handling

and navigation techniques,

maintenance and safety

onboard will never be the same

again.

Old and obsolete ships, zero

investment policies, high fuel

consumptions, are not an

option anymore in today’s

business environment. But

necessary investments come

with a cost, and that’s why

more and more

CONCENTRATION is seen in

all shipping markets. The

container sector is setting the

trend, and during last year only

Alliances concentrated from 5

to 3, offering 90% of the

container capacity of the

market; almost all top ten

players put a hand on the

wallet to announce buy out of

smaller competitors.

Meanwhile, in the wider

logistics world, the wave of

progress and intelligent

rationalization of traffics seems

to have taken the forms of a

more advanced

INTERMODALITY, cutting

transit time and costs of the

door to door deliveries. Since

our last convention for example

the world maritime traffic has

ignited again, recording an

increase of +3,4% in 2017 y-o-

y, despite early gloomy

forecasts over adverse effects

of protectionism and

economical blocks

confrontation. But not all routes

grew at the same pace: only

those who could display the

combined effect of a more

favorable geographical

position and an advanced

intermodality concept did. It is

the case of Southern Ports

Range in Europe, which beat

their volumes records and were

estimated to grow by 16% in

the first months of 2017,

exceeding by far the more

modest growth rates of their

Northern colleagues. Or it’s the

case of some gateways of

intermodal traffic like Salerno

or Catania in Italy which are

showing superb growth results

thanks to their operational

flexibility. 

So to resume: decarbonization,

digitalization and investment,

concentration, intermodality.
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During the Convention. Δhe chairman of the environment committee CONFITARMA Mr. Lorenzo Matacena, the managing director of RETE Autostrade Mediterranee Mr. Ennio
Cascetta, the head of EMEA Supply Chain Management & Global SCM Coordination FCA Mr. Peter Weiss, the chairman of Grimaldi Euromed SpA, the managing director of
Grimaldi Group SpA and Grimaldi Deepsea SpA Mr. Emanuele Grimaldi, the president of Marine ROLLS – ROYCE Mr. Mikael Makinen, the managing director of Policy &
Strategy IAPH Mr. Patrick Verhoeven, and the former secretary general of the ECSA Mr. Alfons Guinier
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we say in Italy. Since our last

Euromed Convention we have

been starting a lengthening

project for 4 of our roro vessels.

Well,  today we are considering

seriously and negotiating with

Fincantieri a further tranche of

investment of over 60mln_ for the

lengthening of our two admiral

Cruise ships Cruise Roma and

Cruise Barcelona. Each

lengthened vessel would be

enriched on the top decks with

one ice-cream shop, a fast food

and a restaurant serving

sardinian dishes. On passenger

decks, there would be an

additional room for 500 seated

people and 50 cabins, so as to

raise the passenger capacity

from 3000 to 3500.  Garage space

should also be enlarged so as to

accommodate 50 more trailers

and 50 more cars. On the bottom

part of the insertion we shall

create space to insert 4 mega

batteries, in order to switch to a

zero emission mode while at port.

When it comes to timeline: shall

we finalize the order around

October 2017, then on 2018 the

trunks would be fabricated, in first

semester of 2019 the insertion

would take place and the ships

would be delivered.

REACHING ENVIRONMENTAL
EXCELLENCE
When including the above

newbuilding and lengthening

projects announced, we can say

that in the last four years Grimaldi

committed to an expense of over

1,5 bln for the building of 25

green units, and to an expense of

about 0,3 bln  for about 150 green

retrofit interventions on existing

ships. All in all nearly 2bln which

will be all spent in actions aimed

at reaching environmental

excellence and at curbing

polluting emissions. The positive

effect of these investments and of

spreading of good environmental

friendly practices are already

today huge.  In the last 6 years the

CO2 emissions per ton/km

transported have reduced by

around 40%. SOx emissions

reduced much more.

In the future, decarbonization per

ton/km transported will be even

higher as a direct effect of the

underway newbuilding and

lengthening programmes: 

ñ Each of the three class of

newbuildings under development

in the last four years, the giant

ACL multipurpose, the giant

Euromed carcarriers, and the

giant Short Sea ropax, are

estimated to consume 50% less

per ton/km transported than their

predecessors in terms of CO2

and SOx. 

ñ Then about 11 jumboising &

rejuvenations were performed in

the past, and 6 ships will soon be

lengthened by 30 meters.

Abatement of CO2 and SOx

emissions per ton/km

transported obtained on those

ships is estimated to be of abt

30%.

Beside fossile fuels emissions,

our attention is devoted also to: 

ñ waste recycling onboard,

reaching in 2016 a 88% rate of

disposal onshore 

ñ sterilizing ballast waters

onboard, where we are

performing purposed

investments on 21 ships and

soon on all our fleet

ñ reduction of electrical power

utilized onboard, through new

LED lamp systems, inverter

systems, waste heat recovery

systems and other measures

today under study on several

ships. 

Transparency and public

monitoring are a spur for the

Grimaldi Group in the

environmental field. Last year our

Group subscribed voluntarily to

an Energy Performance

Measurement plan with a first

Decarbonization,
digitalization and

investment,
concentration,
intermodality.

That’s what is all
about trends in

today’s maritime
world. (…)  We try
to be always one

step beyond

The corporate Short Sea Shipping
Commercial Director of Grimaldi Group 
Mr. Guido Grimaldi and the president of the
Port System Authority of the Sea of Sicily 
Mr. Andrea Annunziata
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group of 14 Italian-flagged ships.

In the same months we started

publishing our Yearly Company

Sustainability Report with the

indication of our performances in

the main environmental KPI

records. During 2016 RINA class

society started certifying for the

first time our CO2 savings, and

emitted the first 100.000

certificates on a pilot group of 14

ships. The Group voluntary

participated also to the initiatives

some NGOs like the Italian

Marevivo or  the Carbon Disclosure

Project and to other public

awareness campaigns set on

green issues. We have also

voluntarily prepared a leaflet on

responsible recycling of our ships

once their life-cycle is completed.

The leaflet guideline  already

follows the green rules set by the

Hong Kong Convention, despite

the contents of the Convention are

not yet in force. Finally, our Group

renovated its participation to two

Corporate-University Study

projects on intermodality and

smart logistic optimization.

Institutions are slowly but steadily

recognizing the role of Grimaldi in

this green battle and recently IMO,

the United Nation Agency for

shipping, invited Grimaldi to join

the Global Industry Alliance, a club

of the top 20 most environmental

friendly marine corporations, set

up for pushing the marine

technology R&D to the next level.

Also Rolls Royce decided this year

to award us with its Environmental

Efficiency Award. 

NEW PROJECTS
The abundant R&D expenditure is

not distracting us from making

sure that the Group has solid

accounts. Indeed, in the long term

the two elements help one’s

another and grow harmonically.

During 2016, despite the

significant capital expenditures

described, the Grimaldi Group

could strengthen its financial

position. Cash flow is in positive

quadrant, the consolidated profits

stayed around 10% of the turnover

despite oil prices have been

growing, and equity ratio

exceeded this year for the first time

the symbolical 50% threshold,

meaning that today our Group is

prevalently financing itself with

own means. The first semester of

2017 has followed the same trend

as 2016, with some very positive

results in Finnlines and in our

Nigerian terminal PTML. 

The winning roro and ropax

intermodal concepts and the

financing capability of our Group

allowed also for a further business

perimeter expansion during last

year. Since our last Euromed

Convention we can report the

following news: 

ñ The growth of the Group’s

network in Sardinia, serving

passengers from both

Civitavecchia and from  Livorno,

and cargo from North, South and

Center of Italy

ñ The kick off of a 15mln_ project

in the Valencia Terminal for the

building of a 3-storey car silos of a

10.500-car capacity, equipped

with PDI, car washing points and

extensive solar panels

installations.

ñ The success of the short sea

continental national cabotage

concept along the Adriatic and the

Tyrrhenian coasts, meaning from

Venice to Bari and from Salerno to

Genoa. The contribution of these

new concept to public wealth is

quickly explained. Since the

launch of the two lines 1 year ago,

the volumes have rapidly escalate

upto 1.000 units per week. We

deem this is only the beginning

and that there are dramatical

margins for growth. In any

Fall out of this
most probably

epic change are
still largely

unknown, but
anyone can

understand that
maritime work,
cargo handling
and navigation

techniques,
maintenance

and safety
onboard will
never be the
same again

Left to right: The president of the Port System Authority of the Sea of Sardinia Mr. Massimo Deiana, the Commercial, Logistics
& Operations Director of Grimaldi Group Mr. Costantino Baldissara, the corporate Short Sea Shipping Commercial Director of
Grimaldi Group Mr. Guido Grimaldi, the president of the Port System Authority of the Sea of Sicily Mr. Andrea Annunziata, the
managing director of Grimaldi Compagnia di Navigazione S.p.A. and Grimaldi Euromed S.p.A. Mr. Gianluca Grimaldi, the
president of Confindustria Mr. Vincenzo Boccia, the managing director of Grimaldi Group SpA and Grimaldi Deepsea SpA Mr.
Emanuele Grimaldi, and the director of the Panorama Mr. Giorgio Mulè
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The last four
years Grimaldi

committed to an
expense of over

1,5 bln for the
building of 25

green units, and
to an expense of
about 0,3 bln for

about 150 
green retrofit

interventions on
existing ships.
All in all nearly
2bln which will
be all spent in
actions aimed 

at reaching
environmental
excellence and

at curbing
polluting

emissions
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case these shipped volumes

means that around 50.000 units

are subtracted every year to the

road. Assuming that a typical unit

carries some 30tons of goods for

1.000km by road, the continental

cabotage is subtracting 1,5bln

ton/km from the road traffic and is

also bringing economical

advantage to its users.

During the first six months of 2017

our Short Sea network volumes,

including Finnlines, have been

growing of abt 10% against same

period of last year, whilst Minoan

Lines on its Piraeus-Crete is well

maintaining traffics too. 

ñ In the Euromed and Deep Sea

lines we introduced the first giant

car carrier, Mv Grande Baltimora ,

and improved frequencies on both

Mediterranean and North

European services to West Africa, 

ñ The port network of the Group

was enriched with new regular

calls to Mexico, to the ports of

Ortona and Gioia Tauro in Italy, to

Emden in Germany and Efesan

Turkey

ñ The opening of an own Grimaldi

terminal in the port of Catania is

also another sign of the strategy of

vertical integration to port activities

in the door-to-door logistics chain.

THE HUMAN FACTOR
Once again this year clients are

sending us concrete signs of their

appreciation. General Motors and

CNH assigned us their Top

Suppliers Awards 2016, whilst in

the passenger sector we were

assigned the World Travel

Leaders Award 2016 for Italy.

Minoan Lines got an Award from

Lloyd’s List for its shipping

activities in Greece. But the prize

we appreciate the most remains

the choice that clients make of

our services every day. For this I

would like to thank all the

Automotive industries, Truck and

Trailer companies, Logistics

operators, Travel agencies and all

our customers for the lifeline and

encouragement they are

affording us all year long. I would

like also to highlight publicly and

praise the contribution which all

the people onboard our ships, in

our terminals and in our offices

are giving to the Group. Grimaldi

is today a multinational global

player, and audited reports are

saying that we employ over

13.500 people. 10.600 of them –

abt 78%- are European, and

2.900 - abt 22%-  are not. 600 of

the non–EU employees work in

our office and terminals in

Nigeria, Argentina, Brazil, USA

and other nations, and the other

2.300 onboard. It’s going without

saying how the activities of our

Group are important for all of

them and how all of them are

important for us, but due to

unproductive polemics raised by

someone in recent times against

our Group, maybe done as a

pretext, I wish hereby to thanks all

of them, all the seamen, dockers,

office employees  of all nations,

European and not European, for

working everyday in team and in

good and friendly spirit for the

common Group targets, without

discrimination and without

divisions. Last but not least,

thanks to the financial institutions,

political institutions and

associations for cooperating with

us protecting the environment,

making the world a better place

for living, traveling and moving

goods. ß


